# MUIR COLLEGE
## GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES
### AVAILABLE WINTER 2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOCIAL SCIENCES</th>
<th>MATH/NATURAL SCIENCES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1. ** *Culture, Society, and Social Justice*  
  - ANTH 21*, 23*  
  - CGS 2B, 105  
  - ETHN 2R*  
  - SOCI 2*, 20, 50 | **1. ** *Math and statistics:*  
  - COGS 14A, 14B  
  - HDS 60  
  - MATH 3C, 4C, 10A, 10B, 10C, 11, 18, 20A, 20B, 20C, 31BH  
  - POLI 30D  
  - PSYCH 60, 70  
  - SOCI 60 |
| **2. ** *Language and Communication*  
  - COMM 10*  
  - DSGN 1  
  - LIGN 7*, 8*, 101, 175*  
  - MGT 18* | **2. ** *Computing and logic:*  
  - COGS 9, 18  
  - CSE 8A, 8B, 11, 12  
  - CSS 1, 2  
  - ECE 15  
  - LIGN 17  
  - MAE 8  
  - PHIL 10 |
| **3. ** *Mind and Cognition*  
  - COGS 1  
  - PSYC 1, 2, 3, 6 | **3. ** *Biological Sciences:*  
  - ANTH 102** (ANTH 2)  
  - BILD 1, 2, 3, 12, 20, 22, 38, 46, 60*  
  - COGS 17 |
| **4. ** *Government and Economics*  
  - ECON 1, 2, 3, 138*  
  - POLI 10D  
  - USP 2, 25 | **4. ** *Chemistry, Physics, and the Environment:*  
  - CHEM 6A, 6B/BH, 6C, 11  
  - ENVR 110, 120  
  - PHYS 1A+AL, 1B+BL, 1C+CL  
  - PHYS 2A, 2B, 2C  
  - PHYS 4A  
  - PHYS 7  
  - SIO 1, 3, 20, 45 |
# FINE ARTS

**1. Music:**
- MUS 1B, 2B, 4, 5R, 9, 12, 13, 15, 17*, 19*, 127*

**2. Theatre and Dance**
- TDAC 1
- TDDE 1
- TDDM 1, 5
- TDGE 1, 11, 25
- TDHD 20
- TDTR 15
- TDHT 22
- TDMV 2
- ETHN 133*/** (TDHT 111)

**3. Visual Arts:**
- VIS 3, 11, 21A, 22, 41, 60

# HUMANITIES

**1. Historical Narratives:**
- ETHN 103A*/**(HIUS 103), 154*/**(HIUS 113), 163J*/**(HIUS 125)
- HILD 2B, 7B*, 11, 42
- LATI 10*, 50

**2. Literary Narratives:**
- ETHN 168*/**(LTEN 178)
- GSS 22
- LTEN 23, 28, 185*
- LTWL 19B
- LTWR 8B, 8C
- TDHT 10

**3. Philosophical Perspectives:**
- MGT 16
- PHIL 14, 27, 28, 32, 35*

# FOREIGN LANGUAGE

**1. American Sign Language:**
- LISR 1B+1BX, 1C+1CX

**2. Arabic:**
- LIAB 1B+BX

**3. Arabic (for Arabic speakers):**
- N/A

**4. Chinese (Mandarin):**
- CHIN 10B(D/M/N), 20B(D/N), 100B(M/N), 169A, 182A

**5. Filipino (for Filipino speakers):**
- LIHL 112W, 132W

**6. French:**
- LIFR 1B+1BX, 1C+1CX
- LTFR 2B, 2C

**7. German:**
- LIGM 1B+1BX
- LTGM 2B

**8. Greek:**
- LTGK 2

**9. Hebrew:**
- JWSP 2

**10. Hindi:**
- N/A

**11. Hindi (for Hindi speakers):**
- N/A

**12. Italian:**
- LIIT 1B+1BX
- LTIT 2B

**13. Japanese:**
- JAPN 10B, 20B, 130B, 140B, 150C

**14. Korean:**
- LTKO 1B, 2B

**15. Korean (for Persian speakers):**
- LIHL 115W

**16. Latin:**
- LTLA 2

**17. Persian (for Persian speakers):**
- LIHL 117W

**18. Portuguese:**
- LIPO 1B+1BX

**19. Russian:**
- LTRU 1B, 2B

**20. Spanish:**
Courses updated as of November 2, 2022.
Availability may change. If you have questions about course offerings, please consult with the Schedule of Classes of the academic department hosting the course.
Refer to the Muir GE Requirements as listed on muir.ucsd.edu
Courses marked with * also fulfill the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Requirement.
Courses marked with ** are cross-listed, meaning you should only take one or the other, but you cannot receive credit for both.